Solution Brief:
Migration for Healthcare

Migrate Healthcare Workloads to Azure
Accelerate cloud migration + achieve HIPAA compliance

“Logicworks is able to
demystify the specifics of
HIPAA best practices and
engineer a compliant and
DevOps-friendly
environment from the
ground up.”

Accelerate your
migration to AWS

Jerry Hagedorn,
Spring Venture Group

Get security & HIPAA
compliance built-in from Day 1

Access special funding
from Azure + Logicworks

Our Migration Service
Need to migrate your HIPAA compliant workloads to Azure? We’ve helped dozens of healthcare
companies accelerate migration, avoid common mistakes, and meet security and compliance
requirements. Logicworks is your first step towards fast, secure Azure migration.
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Assess
Analyze your current
systems and estimate
the cost of migration

Design
Consult with Sr. Cloud
Architects and receive
reference architecture

Build
Get the keys to a
secure, productionready Azure account

Case Study: NextGate
The global leader in healthcare identification software
relied on Logicworks to design and build a HITRUSTcompliant cloud environment. The result is that they
reduced customer onboarding time 400%, increased
profitability of their software, and have confidence that
their cloud is always compliant.

“From their HITRUST certification to their
compliance automation practices,
Logicworks brings a maturity and level of
expertise that clearly differentiates them
from other cloud partners.”
- VP of Cloud Operations, NextGate
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Why Logicworks?
• 27 years of experience in healthcare IT
• 80+ Million ePHII records protected
• 400+ Successful cloud projects
• HITRUST CSF Certified and annually audited for
HIPAA compliance
• Microsoft Gold Certified Partner and Azure
Expert MSP

Jerry Hagedorn,
Spring Venture Group

Our Customers

Talk to a Cloud Expert
To learn more about Logicworks’ Azure Migration service and available
funding, contact us at (212) 625-5454 or email us at sales@logicworks.com

